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Abstract

In this paper, we present our work to the
MEDIQA-M3G 2024 shared task, which tack-
les multilingual and multimodal medical an-
swer generation. Our system consists of a
lightweight Vision-and-Language Transformer
(ViLT) model which is fine-tuned for the clin-
ical dermatology visual question-answering
task. In the official leaderboard for the task,
our system ranks 6th. After the challenge, we
experiment with training the ViLT model on
more data. We also explore the capabilities of
large Vision-Language Models (VLMs) such
as Gemini and LLaVA.

1 Introduction

The rapid evolution of telecommunication technolo-
gies, coupled with increased healthcare demands
and the recent challenges posed by the pandemic,
has accelerated the adoption of remote clinical di-
agnosis and treatment. Alongside conventional live
consultations conducted via telephone or video,
asynchronous methods such as e-visits, emails, and
messaging chats have emerged as practical and
cost-effective alternatives.

This task (wai Yim et al., 2024a) focuses on
addressing the challenge of generating suitable tex-
tual responses to queries in clinical dermatology,
taking into account multimodal inputs such as clin-
ical history, queries, and accompanying images.

This paper describes our proposed solution. We
fine-tune ViLT (Kim et al., 2021) for the visual
question-answering task with the training data pro-
vided for the challenge. We choose ViLT due to
its lightweight nature and ability to handle both
visual and textual inputs efficiently. After the chal-
lenge, we also explore how large Vision-Language
Models (VLMs) such as Gemini (Team, 2024)
and LLaVA (Liu et al., 2023) perform in this task.
These models stand at the top of the multi-modal
benchmarks such as Massive Multi-discipline Mul-

timodal Understanding and Reasoning benchmark
(MMMU) (Yue et al., 2023).

2 Related Work

Previous research has predominantly focused on
consumer health question-answering but has been
limited to textual inputs (Ben Abacha et al.,
2019). Similarly, existing work on visual question-
answering has primarily concentrated on radiology
images, lacking integration with additional clini-
cal text inputs (Abacha et al., 2019). Moreover,
while significant research has been conducted on
dermatology image classification, the emphasis has
largely been on lesion malignancy classification for
dermatoscopy images (Li et al., 2022).

Recently, there has been a surge in the devel-
opment of multimodal models, particularly large
vision-language models (VLMs). These models
integrate both textual and visual information, al-
lowing them to understand and generate content
that combines both modalities. VLMs typically em-
ploy techniques such as joint embedding to unify
the representations of text and images in the same
embedding space. During training, they utilize
datasets that contain interleaved text and images,
enabling the model to associate textual descrip-
tions with visual content effectively. This process
enables VLMs to grasp nuanced relationships be-
tween words and visual elements, facilitating tasks
like visual question-answering (VQA). In VQA,
these models can accurately respond to questions
about images by understanding the content of both
the image and accompanying text, showcasing their
ability to comprehend and synthesize information
across modalities.

For the medical domain, VLMs have been
trained on medical corpora and developed for var-
ious clinical tasks. MedBLIP (Chen et al., 2023)
aids computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) in the med-
ical field. It tackles the challenge of combin-
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Figure 1: ViLT Model Architecture (from Kim et al. (2021))

ing image and text data from electronic health
records for medical diagnosis. The model shows
promising results in classifying healthy, mildly im-
paired, and Alzheimer’s patients and also demon-
strates the ability to answer medical questions
based on visual information. PMC-LLaMA (Wu
et al., 2024), designed specifically for medical ap-
plications, demonstrates superior performance on
medical question-answering tasks. Med-Flamingo
(Moor et al., 2023) is a model that can learn from
small datasets by embracing in-context learning
for the multi-modal medical domain. BiomedGPT
(Zhang et al., 2024) is a unified model designed
to handle diverse medical data and perform var-
ious tasks such as diagnosis and summarization.
LLaVA-Med (Li et al., 2023) utilizes a massive
dataset of biomedical images and captions from
PubMed Central and employs the powerful lan-
guage model GPT-4 to create diverse training ex-
amples.

3 Dataset

The dataset provided for the shared task is Der-
maVQA: A Multilingual Visual Question Answer-
ing Dataset for Dermatology (wai Yim et al.,
2024b). It is translated and adapted from Chinese
telemedicine datasets. The given dataset consists
of 842 samples in the training set, 56 for valida-
tion and 100 for testing. Each sample has a query,
clinical history, and one or more associated images.
The textual content is provided in three languages
- Chinese, English, and Spanish. The English and
Spanish versions of the training set are generated
through machine translation from the Chinese orig-
inal. The validation and test datasets are manually
translated by human translators. This approach al-
lows for comprehensive testing and validation of

models across multiple languages while ensuring
the integrity and quality of the data through both
machine and human translations.

Dataset Size
Train 842
Valid 56
Test 100

Table 1: Dataset Splits

4 System Description

Our system is made of a fine-tuned Vision-and-
Language Transformer (ViLT) (Kim et al., 2021)
model. ViLT is lightweight and can handle data of
both textual and visual modalities.

4.1 Model Description

ViLT is a pre-trained multimodal model that simpli-
fies the processing of visual inputs by treating them
in the same convolution-free manner as text inputs.
This approach reduces the computational complex-
ity of the model-specific components compared to
the transformer component for multimodal inter-
actions. ViLT is pre-trained on three objectives:
image-text matching, masked language modeling,
and word-patch alignment. For the visual question-
answering task, we employ a ViLT model with a
classifier head on top, which consists of a linear
layer applied to the final hidden state of the [CLS]
token. This architecture allows the model to lever-
age its pre-trained multimodal representations to
effectively answer questions about visual inputs.
The key advantages of ViLT are its simplicity and
computational efficiency
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Figure 2: After-Challenge System Workflow

4.2 Data Pre-Processing

In the pre-processing step, we focus solely on
the English content, ignoring the Chinese and
Spanish content. We select specific fields from
the data, namely image_ids, query_title_en for
questions and query_content_en for labels. We
proceed to structure the dataset by flattening it and
organizing it into tuples containing the image IDs,
questions, and labels.

Following the dataset flattening, we encode both
the images and texts using the ViltProcessor, a pro-
cessor tailored for our model. This encoding step is
crucial for transforming the raw textual and visual
inputs into formats suitable for ingestion by the
model. By leveraging the capabilities of the Vilt-
Processor, we ensure that the data is prepared as re-
quired for the subsequent training process. With the
pre-processing complete, we obtain a refined and
standardized dataset ready for training our model
on visual question-answering tasks.

Initially, we build a dataset with only 200 sam-
ples and after the challenge, we use all 842 samples
for training. We process the data in batches of 200
samples each and merge all the processed data at
the end. This approach allows us to effectively
manage memory usage without sacrificing the rich-
ness of our dataset, ensuring robust model training
and analysis.

4.3 Fine-Tuning

Leveraging the ViLT Processor, we seamlessly load
our data into the model and the ViLT model is fine-
tuned using the processed dataset. During fine-
tuning, we tune the hyperparameters to suit our
objectives effectively. The batch size is set to 4 and
the learning rate at 5e−5. We train the model for 10

epochs. This fine-tuning process allows the ViLT
model to adapt and specialize to the nuances of
the specific visual question-answering task, ensur-
ing that it can effectively comprehend and respond
to questions of the clinical dermatology domain.
With these hyperparameters in place, we aim to
achieve optimal performance and robustness in our
model’s ability to answer questions accurately and
comprehensively.

4.4 Inference

Following the completion of the fine-tuning,
we perform inference on the model. We fol-
low the same pre-processing steps. We uti-
lize encounter_id as the question identifier,
query_title_en as the question itself, and
image_ids as additional contextual information.
Leveraging the model’s learned representations and
understanding of visual and textual inputs, we gen-
erate predictions for each sample.

Once the predictions are obtained, we format
the results into a JSON file, organized as an ar-
ray of JSON objects. Each JSON object con-
tain encounter_id as a unique identifier and a
responses array. Within this array, we include pre-
dicted responses in English (content_en), leaving
the corresponding fields for Chinese (content_zh)
and Spanish (content_es) empty, as our training
and prediction efforts were focused solely on the
English language.

5 After-Challenge Experiments

After the challenge, we develop a system contain-
ing two modules - visual question-answering mod-
ule and translation module. We experiment with
two models - Gemini 1.0 Pro Vision (Team, 2024)
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Models Chinese English Spanish
DeltaBleu BERTScore DeltaBleu BERTScore DeltaBleu BERTScore

ViLT (200 Samples) - - 0.46 0.83 - -
ViLT (842 Samples) - - 0.52 0.82 - -
LLaVA - 1.6 34B 1.60 0.64 0.53 0.82 0.88 0.76
Gemini 1.0 Pro Vision 2.70 0.59 0.86 0.70 1.39 0.66

Table 2: Evaluation Results for Different Experiments

and Llava-1.6 34B (Liu et al., 2024).

5.1 Model Description

Gemini 1.0 Pro Vision is capable of comprehending
inputs from both textual and visual sources, which
can be both images or videos, yielding contextually
relevant textual outputs. Serving as a foundational
model, It excels across a spectrum of multimodal
tasks, including visual comprehension, classifica-
tion, summarization, and content generation from
diverse visual inputs such as photographs, docu-
ments, infographics, and screenshots.

LLaVA-1.6 34B is a large vision-language model
that stands out for its ability to understand and pro-
cess both text and visual data, making it highly ca-
pable in general-purpose visual and language tasks.
It is an auto-regressive language model, based on
the transformer architecture, and has 34 billion
parameters. It is fine-tuned on multi-modal instruc-
tion following data. LLaVA-1.6 34B has even sur-
passed the performance of models like Gemini Pro
on some benchmarks.

5.2 Visual Question-Answering Module

VQA Prompt

You are a clinical dermatology assistant who
can generate clinical responses, given the
clinical history and a query, along with one
or more associated images. Be concise and
do not give additional information other
than answering the query.
{Associated Images}
{Clinical History}

{Query}

For the visual question-answering (VQA) mod-
ule, we process the dataset and extract only the
encounter_id, English content, and image_ids
from the responses. Subsequently, we employ the
model to predict results using a prompt created
from the clinical history, query, and associated im-

ages (the prompt template is provided). These pre-
dictions are then stored in a JSON format, associat-
ing each encounter_id with a responses array con-
taining the predicted English data. As for Chinese
and Spanish content, we leave those fields empty,
reflecting our current focus on English language
prediction.

5.3 Translation Module

For the translation module, we use Gemini 1.0 Pro.
The prompt template only has a simple instruction
- "Translate from English to {language}". The En-
glish responses are translated into both Spanish and
Chinese languages.

6 Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation process utilizes deltaBLEU (Galley
et al., 2015), a metric that accounts for multiple
correct responses. These responses are weighted
based on various factors, including completeness,
consistency with the most commonly provided an-
swer as determined by human assessment, as well
as author rank level and author validation level.
The completeness metric assigns a score on a scale
of {0.0, 0.5, 1.0}, indicating the extent to which
the original query’s question was addressed. A
score of 1.0 signifies a fully answered query, 0.5
indicates a partial response, and 0.0 reflects a lack
of response. If the query doesn’t explicitly spec-
ify, it’s assumed to seek information on both the
disease and its treatment. Contains Most Frequent
Answer rating is given on a scale of {0.0, 1.0}. A
score of 1.0 is assigned if the response aligns with
the most frequently provided answer.

7 Results

The evaluation results of the different experiments
can be seen in Table-2. We submitted the system
of ViLT trained on 200 samples for the challenge.
Our submission ranks 8th in the leaderboard.
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8 Conclusion

This work investigates vision-language models like
ViLT, Gemini, and LLaVA for the challenging
multilingual and multi-modal medical answer gen-
eration task in dermatology. A modular system
with separate visual QA and translation compo-
nents shows improved performance over the ini-
tial ViLT approach. A key strength is leveraging
powerful multi-modal models that can effectively
integrate visual and textual clinical data. Future
efforts should focus on utilizing larger, more di-
verse datasets, incorporating stronger multi-modal
reasoning, and rigorous evaluations by medical ex-
perts to ensure clinical utility and safety before
real-world deployment. Overall, this mult-imodal
approach holds promise but requires further ad-
vancements to be reliable for remote diagnosis and
treatment.
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